


Prologue

Today on 12.06.2021 at 18:00 o'clock took place our
meanwhile seventh community meeting took place in

Teamspeak.

- - - - - - - -

In the last month some things have come up, which have
been were addressed and discussed in this regulars'

table.

- - - - - - -

This short, little "handout" is especially for those people
who were not able to participate at the time of the

Teamspeak conversation.
so that the information is not

withheld from you.
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Topics

Rule Overhaul
-

Homepage Overhaul
-

Genesis Part 2
-

RR Homedeko
-

Special Snowflakes
-

Observance of the rules
-

Discord
-

Bossmap
-

Feedback channel
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Special Snowflakes

We would like to welcome our Special Snowflakes from the Discord!
In this case, most of the admin team of the server "Sunny Side Gaming"
(formerly Sunny Side of Ark) including the owner Bosshoss was present.

We have a special friendship to this server and support each other with words
and deeds. Here we regularly exchange information, or just philosophize a
little about god and the world.

Rule Overhaul
Rules have been revised a bit, later this week these revised rules will be fed in
on all "platforms"!

Rule change in this case means that rules were simply described in more
detail and better explained.

Furthermore we ask you to keep to our rules! We will issue more warnings and
enforce consequences from now on.

Homepage/Discord Overhaul
In the next weeks the homepage will be completely overhauled and made
clearer! Various new pages will be created with contents, which are currently
only on Discord.
In Discord again some channels will disappear, so that everything doesn't look
so crowded anymore.
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Bossmap

The Galactic Warden is currently not accessible, because Wildcard has made
changes, which our modders have to fix first. Since they are on vacation, we
have to be patient for a while!

Genesis Part 2

It's been a week since we were able to download and play the DLC.
Nevertheless, Gen2 is still in its infancy.
There are still bugs and strange .ini settings everywhere.
Among them are for example:

● instant mating as soon as the Meawing Proach mission is done.

● Voidwyrms crash the client

● The Rockwell bossfight endscene crashes the Gen2 server

There is not much we as server operators can do about it, except to stay up to
date and to add quick'n dirty workarounds from time to time!
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RR-Homedeko Mod
Unfortunately we have to report that the Homedeko mod causes errors on

several of our servers! These errors express themselves, as in the bases of
some players so-called "Crashzones" have arisen. As soon as a player enters
such a zone, the game crashes with a fatal error and you can't log in until the
"corrupt" structure is removed. To our regret, the mod has over 500 items, and
figuring out exactly which structure is corrupt is far beyond the scope of what

is sustainable.

For this very reason, as soon as another such crashzone occurs, we will ban
the mod from the entire cluster! Both on the Forever, as well as on the

Season!

Postscript:
After the community crunch, deep in the night another crashzone has

emerged on Crystal Isles! As a result, the mod will disappear from our server!
But don't panic! YOU can now significantly co-determine which new "interior
design mod" will come to the server! Send us for it in the #modvorschläge

channel in Discord mods.
But here are a few prerequisites for it:

NO Eco Mod

they must not significantly disturb the performance

as few "producing" structures as possible

best would be a clean documentation of the mod

It should run stable

Feedback Channel
Since we had it again and again that the feedback channel is used as a basis
for discussion, we will remove this, should you still have feedback, you can
now address it to us via "Feedback Ticket"!
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Epilogue
In this sense, the Valhalla team thanks you for the
the lively attendance at our eighth regulars' table.
It was a very interesting and informative evening.

Many thanks also to the Sunny Side Team,
who also came in large numbers this time!

Sunny Side Gaming Discord

With best regards

Your Team
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https://discord.gg/Ba9BrpV5qW
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